CREATE.
YOUR. SPACE.

Konfurb
Eightby4 Series

WEIGHTY.
PROBLEMS.
Today’s Working / Learning environments need to be:

Hard Working,
Flexible,
		Efficient,
			Durable & Imaginative.

How can we make the best use of materials, deal with the logistical
challenges of distributing product around Australia and New Zealand
and provide a beautifully designed product that will inspire users to
create their own individual collaborative spaces and yet store away in
minimal space when not required?

These were the questions posed by our customers.

HOW IT.
STARTED.
Step 1
The raw material used in furniture manufacture comes in
standard sizes, designed to be the most efficient in
manufacture and transportation.
This size is 2440mm x 1220mm.
In old money its called 8’x 4,
or as we call it the Eightby4.
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How can we cut this material with no waste,
to provide the ultimate family of interactive shapes
and create an infinite number of collaborative settings to
cater for groups of 2-20 people?
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THE.
PUZZLE.
The clever use of geometric shapes provides
uniform dimensions to create a family of
pieces that can fit together and be
repositioned in an infinite number of ways.

3000mm

2400mm

5.4m of lineal seating.
450mm high.
610mm deep,
equals 20 people sitting,
allowing 600mm per person.

THE.
VOLUMES.
2440mm L x 1220mm W x 450mm H = 1.36 m cb

20 Seats in 1.36 m cb!

That’s amazing and still based on lineal seating if you split pieces, you could sit 35
people!!!
Which means savings in transportation and storage.

THE.
QUALITY.
• 300kg weight loading
• 5 Year foam Warranty
• 10 Year Frame Warranty

THE.
LOOK.
A complete set of Eightby4 ottomans requires 13m fabric.
If bought individually a set would use 17.3m Fabric.
We can supply them individually, but it would involve a whole load of raw material
waste!!!

Why Not...
Buy 2 sets in different colours, then mix the pieces up.!

Locally Manufactured.

